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1. Introduction

One of the main objectives of photograph retouching is to ma-
nipulate the photograph to provide a predetermined impression to 
the viewer. For example, in printing workflow, a request or instruc-
tion for photo retouching is transmitted using emotion words. Now 
that photo retouching applications for digital cameras and smart-
phones are widespread and we can share manipulated images, it is 
very important to know the change in the impression produced by 
an effect. It is of interest to construct an image emotion space1) de-
fining the relationship between the manipulation of a photographic 
image and the resulting change in the impression it produces, not 
only from a practical point of view but also from a cognitive science 
point of view.

In this study, we presented original images and their manipulated 
versions in pairs to a panel of observers and asked them to identify 
the one giving the stronger impression for each of 59 emotion words. 
Components governing the responses were extracted from the re-
sults by statistical analysis to construct a two-dimensional space 
with the components as axes. Another goal was to construct a Kan-
sei structure including a causal relationship between the word “pref-
erence” and the other emotion words.

An image includes not only the image quality but also a picture, 
and picture dependency must always be taken into consideration in 

subjective evaluations. Therefore, it would be ideal to understand the 
picture dependence of our impressions. This is difficult, however, be-
cause types of pictures are infinite in number and impossible to 
quantify. Bernat et al. measured physiological responses such as 
blinking and skin conductance as measures of affect for themes in-
cluding erotica, adventure, victim, and threat2), but this is a rare case. 
In order to avoid picture-dependence, many image studies using the 
Kansei model3) have used a single color patch4) or a combination of 
two color patches5) as a stimulus. In contrast, in this study the aim 
was to obtain a picture-independent result by comparing raw images 
of various pictures with those having various effects applied at ran-
dom and, further, to investigate the differences between the impres-
sions created by the raw images and those created by the processed 
images. 

2. Experiment

2.1 Stimuli
We obtained 60 photos depicting a variety of scenes and objects 

from the photo-sharing site stock.xchng (now called Freeimages)6), 
and we applied an image manipulation effect selected at random 
from 16 different types of Adobe Photoshop actions to each photo. 
Each effect (action) is a series of image manipulation procedures 
that combines the color tone and sharpness of change. Multiple ap-
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plications of each action were allowed. The subjective evaluation ex-
periment was performed using 60 pairs, each consisting of an origi-
nal image and its processed version. 

Further, in order to confirm the presence or absence of picture 
dependence, each of the sixteen effects was applied to two images of 
significantly different picture type, and the same subjective evalua-
tion experiment was performed using these pairs. The original and 
processed images are shown in Fig.1.

2.2 Procedure
The panel of observers was shown an image pair consisting of the 

original and its processed image, arranged side by side or one above 
the other on the display, to evaluate them. The positional relation-
ship of the pair was changed randomly every time to avoid prejudg-

ment by the panel. The viewing time was not limited.
For each of 59 emotion words (Table 1), the panel was asked to 

select one of three choices: which image of the two presented was 
more appropriate for that emotion or (the third choice) neither of 
them. The adjectives were selected from a vast number of words and 
were chosen for their availability and their correlation with other 
words as determined through a preliminary experiment. Because the 
evaluation was performed using the emotion words in Japanese, Jap-
anese ones are put with their English words.  

Forty-three subjects in their 20s through 60s participated in this 
experiment, including students studying image technology and en-
gineers working in an imaging-technology company. 

Subjects in the experiment viewed the samples on their own liq-
uid crystal display of 17 to 24 inches. The room illumination and the 
viewing distance were not specified.

2.3 Data analysis
Subject evaluations were scored by assigning -1 when the original 

image was deemed more appropriate for the emotion word, +1 when 
the manipulated one was chosen, and 0 when neither was selected as 
appropriate, and the data were statistically analyzed using the IBM 
SPSS Statistics (IBM Co.) software package10). 

The correlations between the score profiles for each emotion word 
for the 60 image pairs and the synonymity or antonymy between the 
words as represented by plus and minus, respectively, were reason-
able for each word, using their dictionary meanings. This confirms 
the validity of the scoring method.

Fig. 1     Two original images and their versions after processing with each of 
the 16 actions. 

The number and colored mark for each action will be used in the figures 
shown later; refer to this figure when viewing those figures.

Fig. 2    A sample pair (Image9)).

Table 1    Emotion words (59 words)
natural, lonely, quiet, tasteful, real, dense, open, solemn, light, crisp, trans-
parent, mild, brilliant, reasonable, clear, unstable, preferred, vital, hard, pure, 
cold, deep, cool and bitter, giving a moist feeling, giving a you-are-there 
feeling, giving a profound feeling, calm, rich, with texture, strange, sophis-
ticated, swinging, well-modulated, unique, voluminous, smooth, smoky, 
pale, large-scaled, evil, sharp, impressive, peaceful, relaxed, three-dimen-
sional, obscure, refreshing, magnificent, eerie, shining, healthy, evoking a 
feeling of the season, warm, garish, fresh, giving a sizzle feeling, giving an 
aerial feeling, simple and clear, dry
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Principal component analysis (PCA)11)

Five principal components were extracted from the experimental 
data by PCA. Contribution ratios of the first and the second princi-
pal component are 33.2 and 23.0, respectively. The cumulative con-
tribution ratio of the two principle components exceeds 56%. The 
words of large component loading for the first principle component 
are “voluminous”, “impressive”, “magnificent”, “pale”, and “dense”, 
and those for the second principle component are “cool and bitter”, 
“quiet”, “lonely”, “calm”, and “cold”. It is interpreted that the respec-
tive components summarize “dignity” and “vividness”.

The loadings for each principal component were obtained for 
each emotion word. The component score for each principal compo-
nent was calculated for each image pair by adding loading for the 
principal component multiplied by average score of each subject to-
gether. As shown in Fig.3, plots for image pairs manipulated by the 
same effect (shown as plots of the same color) were grouped in a 
certain area in the scatter plot with axes of the first and the second 

principal component. Impressions produced by the images were 
classified roughly according to the effects; the results suggested that 
impressions were independent of the pictures in the images. This was 
confirmed by applying each effect to images of the same picture and 
plotting the results of PCA in the same space, as shown in Fig.4. The 
results for the two pictures fell in almost the same areas as in Fig.3 
for each respective effect. 

The changes produced by the actions were investigated by apply-
ing them to color patches of the Macbeth Color Checker. The results 
are shown in Fig.5 comparing with the color chart without the ac-
tions. Changes in lightness (L*), chroma (C*), and tone brought 
about by applying the actions are shown in Fig.6. The actions are 
grouped into classes by the results of principal component analysis. 
The L* values were obtained by averaging lightness of six grayscale 
color patches (White, Neutral 8, Neutral 6.5, Neutral 5, Neutral 3.5, 
and Black) and the C* values were obtained by averaging chroma of 
the primary colors patches (Red, Green, and Blue). Tone curves were 
obtained by plotting the L* values of the six grayscale colors patches 
against those of the original. They are shown in the same four groups 
with Fig.6 in Fig.7.

Actions located in negative score region of the first principle com-
ponent increase L* and those located in positive score region de-
crease or do not change L*. Clear differences in C* were not ob-

Fig. 3    A scatter plot of the primary and secondary ingredients.
Color marks: See Fig.1.

Fig. 4     Validation of the results shown in Fig.3 by applying each of the ac-
tions to an image.

Color marks and numbers: See Fig.1.
Fig. 5     Color patches of the Macbeth Color Checker. after processing with 

each of the 16 actions (left) compared with the original (right)
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served between the two action groups. With regard to tone an 
obvious difference was observed that actions in positive score region 
make harder and those in negative score region make softer. 

With regard to the second principle component no obvious dif-
ference in change of L* and tone was observed between the positive 
score group and the negative score group. On the other hand, C* of 
the positive score group increases much larger than the negative 
score group.  

From all of these results it is suggested that the first principle 
component axis is for lightness and contrast and the second princi-
ple component axis is for chroma and that the combination of light-
ness with contrast and chroma control “dignity” and “vividness”, re-
spectively.

3.2  Multiple linear regression analysis (MLRA)12) and covariance 
structure analysis (CSA)13)

The emotion words were clustered according to similarities in the 
evaluation results, and we used MLRA to obtain a structural model 
for the emotional response that would show causal connections be-

tween the clusters. First, we investigated clustering methods14) ap-
propriate for improving the fit of models obtained by MLRA and 
selection methods for identifying a word representative of each clus-
ter. It was found that dendrogram clustering according to distance 
and choosing the word with the largest dispersion as the representa-
tive one of the cluster were effective. In addition, performing the 
analysis after omitting words with a high frequency of “neither” re-
sulted in an improved model fit, the best result being obtained at 
50% of the frequency. In this case, 28 words were omitted, and 31 

Fig. 6     Change in lightness(L*), chroma (C*), and tone brought about by 
applying the actions. The actions are grouped into classes by the re-
sults of principal component analysis. The marks + and – for tone 
indicate “become harder” and “become softer” by application of ac-
tions, respectively (see Fig.7).

Fig. 7     Change of tone curve by application of the actions. The actions are 
grouped into classes by the results of principal component analysis 
as in Fig.6.

Fig. 9     A model representing two-way causal connections between 13 words 
(the representative words of the 12 clusters plus the word “pre-
ferred”).

Independent variables are those at arrow tails, and dependent variables are 
those at arrowheads. Magnitudes of standard partial regression coefficients 

are represented by the thicknesses of the arrows. 

Fig. 8    Dendrogram obtained by cluster analysis (Ward’s method).
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words were clustered into 12 clusters (Fig.8). We executed stepwise 
MLRA for 13 words (the 12 words having the largest dispersion of 
each cluster plus the word “preferred”) and constructed a model of 
high goodness of fit including two-way causal connections by using 
every word as the dependent variable and all other words as a candi-

date independent variable. Next, we used CSA to construct a model 
including all 13 words, and a model of high goodness of fit was ob-
tained (Fig.9). Indices of model fit are listed in Table 2. The red 
solid line is the standard for clustering, and the broken lines are the 
cluster borders. The words with a red sphere are the representative 
words of their respective clusters. 

A complex model including bidirectional causal connections was 
obtained as a significant one. However, pathways toward “preferred” 
emerged when connections with standard partial regression coeffi-
cients smaller than 0.3 were removed, leaving arrows pointing to-
ward “preferred” as shown in Fig.10. That is, the pathways that start 
with words related to lightness, such as “dense” and “pale”, go 
through “light” or “three-dimensional”, “well-modulated” and “bril-
liant” and reach “preferred”. This suggests that from the viewpoint of 
image quality, the enhancement of tone and sharpness achieved by a 
change in lightness results in “preferred”. On the other hand, the 
pathways that start with “calm” and “cold” go through “warm” or 
“strange”, and “real”, and reach “preferred”. We can connect “cold” 
and “warm” with cool and warm coloration and interpret this path-
way as one for color information. Images that gave “strange” at high 
rates are of very high or very low chroma (Fig.11), suggesting that 
this pathway is also one of color information.

4. Conclusion

Differences in impressions produced by the existence or nonexis-
tence of various effects were evaluated by their aptness for 59 emo-
tion words. A two-dimensional Kansei space having lightness and 
contrast axes and chroma axes was constructed from the result by 
PCA. It was verified that this result is picture-independent. Further-
more, it was shown that the differences in impressions can be clus-
tered into 12 clusters. 

A Kansei space model showing pathways to “preferred” was ob-
tained by MLRA using “preferred” as the dependent variable. It con-
sists of two pathways, one for lightness information and one for 
color information. It is very interesting that these two pathways are 
analogous to those of our visual system from retina to brain, which 
are the “Where” system and the “What” system18). The former car-
ries information about lightness and is used for motion perception, 
depth perception, spatial organization, and figure/ground segrega-
tion, and the latter carries information about color and is used for 
object recognition, face recognition, and color perception.
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